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It's Jade and Jagokus turn to talk!
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1 - Jade and Jagoku shout out

Jade and Jagoku shout out

Kay went first, then Kaze and Souri, now it's Jade and Jagokus turn to talk.

Jade: Hey, Lauren gave you a basic introduction in the text up there so I'll get started! My name's Jade
and I'm 17 years old.
My birthday's on May 5th. I have black hair, mid-length according to my hikari, and green eyes.
Jagoku: Hi I'm Jades older brother, my name's Jagoku. I'm 19 and my birthday's on April 30th. I have
short, red wavey hair and red eyes. I'm divorced from my ex-wife Kim, and she has legal custody of the
children: Jason, Opal and Kala.
Jade: Jagoku was Opals father by law.
Jagoku: Thanks for that.
Jade: Anytime ^_^

Lauren:... There's not really much to say is there?
Jade: Oh by the way! I'm not in love with Kay and Age. I used to have a crush on them but I got over it.
Now I'm in love with one man and I never want anyone else *^-^*
Jagoku: Bravo *Applauds*
Jade: Thanks Ja-Ja -.-
Jagoku: *Grins*

Lauren: Erm... Anything else?
Jade: DRUGS ARE BAD!!!
Lauren: Well DUH!
Jade: BUT ALCOHOL IS GOOD AS LONG AS YOU DON'T HAVE TO MUCH!
Lauren: -.- Right.
Jade: *^-^*

Jagoku: Well, that's it ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for reading! Bye!
Jade: Adios!
Lauren: See ya ^_^



2 - Mirah and Takana talk

Mirah and Takana chat.

We're back, with my two muses! All hail!

Takana: Hi! ^_^ Oh wow this is exciting!
Mirah: *Blushes* Takana please calm down
takana: *Runs around* I can't this is so exciting!

Mirah: *Blushes more* Hello, my name is Mirah Nightingale. I'm Jade and Jagokus adopted sibling, and I
am a rabbit demon.
Takana: Hi hi my name's Takana and I'm Jade, Jagoku and Mirahs friends! ^_^ I'm human though!

*Awkward pause and Takan sits down*

Takana: *Turns to Mirah* Shouldn't we say more?
Mirah: *Nods, blushing bright pink*
Takana: Okay! Me first! *Clears throat* I'm gay, meaning I love guys not girls, I'm of average hight, I
have blue eyes and lavender, or purple, coloured hair. I can't read properly, I had trouble at school, so I
used to copy off Mirah. ^_^
I used to model but the magazine I worked for fired me so now I don't do it full time, I only do it when
someone wants me to ^o^. Over to you Mirah!
Mirah: Well, I'm the same age as Takana, I'm short and I'm engaged but not married. I have long pink
hair and white bunny ears. I have light blue eyes during the day, and dark blue at night. My fianc'e is
Rafael Kamekaze who is a wolf demon. I love him very much. I enjoy domestics, cooking, cleaning and
sewing, and I dislike violence. I am scared of thunder and shooting, and when I change into my rabbit
form I'm pure white with pink tips at the ends of my ears and one light blue eye, one dark blue.

Takana: *grins* That's all we have to say! BYE BYE! *Waves wildly*
Mirah: See you! *Waves*
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